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California State Gambling Control Commissioner Richard Schuetz Fails to
Reports Potentially Tens of Thousands of Dollars of Worldwide Trips
Examine California Files Complaint with Fair Political Practice Commission to Investigate
Commissioner Schuetz
Sacramento, California — A complaint was filed today with California’s Fair Political Practice
Commission alleging that California State Gambling Control Commissioner Richard Schuetz has
failed to properly report worldwide travel over a span of three years.
The complaint, filed by a group called Examine California, investigated travel receipts, email
correspondence, and other publicly obtained documents with Commissioner Schuetz’s Form
700s and found that as many as two dozen trips were not accounted for on the Commissioner’s
statement form of economic interest (Form 700).
“Examine California’s mission is to hold elected and appointed leaders of California responsible
for the job in which they have been either elected to fill or, in this case, appointed to fill,” said
Jason Krause, Founder of Examine California. “Commissioner’s Schuetz’s willful disregard to
report these worldwide trips raises suspicion over his trustworthiness to carry out the position in
which he was appointed.”
Over the course of three years, Commissioner Schuetz spanned the globe in some official capacity. From China to Montreal and the Isle of Mann to New Orleans, Commissioner Schuetz
failed to report some 24 known trips on his statement of economic interest.
“Failure to report these trips reeks of fraud,” said Krause. “It leads one to believe that this specific commissioner is being bought off by powerful gambling interests throughout the state and
perhaps from around the world.”
California’s gambling industry has exploded over the last decade. A report commissioned in
2014 estimated that the total economic impact that Tribal Gaming alone in the state of California
generated in excess of $8 billion. In fact, three of the top-10 political contributors in the state of
California are Tribal Casinos.
“Perhaps these are simple omissions by the commissioner, however, we feel that his recent
comments in legislative committees and his active meeting with powerful gambling interests are
all related and that the Commissioner is looking to bolster his pockets with these interests.”
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